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Projected Round: Top 15

RYAN RAMCZYK
WISCONSIN
Height: 6‘6“
40 yd Dash: DNP

Arms: 33.75”

Combine:
3 Cone: DNP
20 yd Shuttle: DNP

Pros:
-

Weight: 310

NFL size and frame
Great athleticism
Silky smooth kick slide
Great use of hands, strong punch
Great balance, good power
Moves people and opens up holes

Vert: DNP

Cons:
- Doesn’t pop off tape with power or explosion
- Misses a few blocks at 2nd level
- Beaten by inside moves by Charlton
- More explosion would put him over the top
- Short arms for tackle

Summary: Ryan Ramczyk has had a meteoric rise from starter at University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point,
a DIII school, to starting left tackle at Wisconsin, to an AP All-American First team tackle. The reasons are
clear when you watch his film Ramczyk is a perfect blend of strength, athleticism, and technique. The
Stevens Point native has a jolting punch off the line of scrimmage and uses his hands and feet effectively
to move players off the line of scrimmage. He effortlessly moves to the second level with great
quickness and purpose. In pass protection he has smooth and unlabored kick slide that makes him very
hard to get around. He has enough strength to anchor vs power and again, makes effective use of his
hands to keep defenders out of his chest. While he’s very good, he’s by no means a perfect prospect.
Ramczyk lacks top end power to really maul defenders and he sometimes can be pushed into the
quarterback if a defender gets into his pads. He also will sometimes lose track of his target in the 2nd
level and whiff on linebackers. If we want to split hairs, Ramczyk only used one year at the D1 level to
prove his worth and he did it. He’s a solid first round draft pick with a high floor. His ceiling is a question
for sure but he’s a good candidate to be a 10 year starter in the NFL at either tackle position.
*Torn Labrum in hip required surgery after bowl game. Played season with injury but did not participate
at the Combine.

